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FORTIN 33  2023

Meshuggah’s legendary guitarist Fredrik Thordendal’s signature 33 

pedal is a sonic detonation tool that will transform any gainy amplifier 

into an unrelenting wrecking ball of metal!

At Fortin, we are renowned for chasing only the greatest metal tones 

imaginable. We have nothing short of lazer focus to develop the most 

crushing modern guitar tones, tones that are worthy of an artist like 

Fredrik, a make a pedal he can proudly put his name to.

Through countless hours of research, design, development, prototyp-

ing, sampling, planning, reviewing, manufacturing with endless tweak-

ing, we are proud to present the Fredrik Thordendal signature 33  pedal!
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These are only sugges�ons - find your own tone, as these may not apply to 
your guitar, your amp or your fingers - use them as a star�ng point...
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FORTIN 33  2023

WARRANTY
For the full and up-to-date informa�on about the For�n warranty, please visit our website - www.for�namps.com. 
You can also email us at info@for�namps.com.

To ensure you get the absolute best out of your new pedal, we strongly recom-
mend you take some �me just playing with it to get to know the controls and 
how they react. Yes, that is right, we want you to play with it as much as possible!

Boost level control provides up to +22dB of level with added side remote 1/4” 
jack for channel switching with a mini slide switch. There is no need to tap dance, 
if you want one channel on your amp boosted and the other not, the 33  changes 
the channel on your amp and automa�cally applies the boost.

BYPASS - True Bypass footwitch.

LEVEL - The mental control - increase this to drive the front end of your amp 
harder. The more you increase it, the more your tone will start to jump out of 
your amp. Don’t be afraid to tweak the amp controls when your amp is reactng 
the way you want it to - with this level of boost, sneaky frequencies and 
harmonics may start to appear... make your sound your own.

POWER
supply only. Power draw 27mA

*Remember, you may not need the amount of gain you thought you needed. You will find that you need much less gain than 
you thought!

Mid level push
This is the point that your amp will start to feel really 
different, the strings will start to bounce under your fingers 
and the first signs that the chug is incoming will start to 
appear...

Tight-ass face mel�ng mayhem
The full 33  chugfest is ready and open for business. No-one 
is safe...
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